Shed Security
Rear Garden Fencing
“The recommended height for a rear fence is normally 1.8m (including trellis).
Prikkastrip or plastic fence spikes can be placed on top of fencing. It is more effective if
placed on fence heights above 1.5M. The product is available from local DIY stores,
alternatively, search the internet for Prikkastrip.
Shed Alarms
One Low cost effect solution is a PIR “Shed alarms”. These could be used within the shed
space; the alarm is a battery operated Passive Infrared (PIR) alarms which sound an 110dB
siren when movement within the space is detected. The aim of the alarm is to repel the
offender whilst alerting the property owner. They are easy to install you literally hook them on
to a suitable wall and switch them on. Key pad operated to disarm the alarm. Manufacturers
and suppliers of these alarms can be found by searching the internet for PIR Shed alarms.
You can also get a PIR shed alarm which has a keyring RF key fob, which makes it easy and
quick to arm and disarm your alarm. It has an even more powerful 130dB siren along with an
entry/exit delay.
One supplier I have used in the past for both of these products is
http://www.redlinesecurity.co.uk/
Secure anchorage points and bike locks.
Consider fitting a secure anchor point to the garage floor or garage walls, these should be used in partnership
with Sold Secure approved locks (look for the Sold Secure logo on approved locks) and if appropriate further
protected with a Pad Lock Alarm
Bike padlock alarms – Protecting the Bike(s)
Bike Alarms – Pad lock Alarm (90dB Siren)
These activate when the alarm senses movement. These can be used to secure your bike
to an anchor point within the garage, The Pad Lock Alarm will detect movement if
anyone attempts to cut or interfere with the bike or its security.
Both the PIR and pad lock alarm are a low cost solution
Manufacturers and suppliers of these alarms can be found by searching the internet for
Pad lock alarms. One supplier I have used in the past is http://www.redlinesecurity.co.uk/
Identify your Items: Post-coding or indelibly marking all property such as lawnmowers, bikes, and tools using
(paint your post code on to them or use engravers. Marking items in this way makes it more difficult for offenders
to sell-on “marked” property
Bike security and Bike identification
Identify and register your bike with Police approved schemes such as Bike Register
https://www.bikeregister.com

